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Abstract
According to Haar’s Theorem, every compact topological group G admits a unique (regular, right
and) left-invariant Borel probability measure µG. Let the Haar integral (of G) denote the functional∫
G
: C(G) 3 f 7→ ∫ f dµG integrating any continuous function f : G→ R with respect to µG. This
generalizes, and recovers for the additive group G = [0; 1) mod 1, the usual Riemann integral:
computable (cmp. Weihrauch 2000, Theorem 6.4.1), and of computational cost characterizing
complexity class #P1 (cmp. Ko 1991, Theorem 5.32).
We establish that in fact, every computably compact computable metric group renders the Haar
measure/integral computable: once using an elegant synthetic argument, exploiting uniqueness in a
computably compact space of probability measures; and once presenting and analyzing an explicit,
imperative algorithm based on “maximum packings” with rigorous error bounds and guaranteed
convergence. Regarding computational complexity, for the groups SO(3) and SU(2), we reduce the
Haar integral to and from Euclidean/Riemann integration. In particular both also characterize #P1.
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1 Motivation and Overview
Complementing empirical approaches, heuristics, and recipes [26, 28], Computable Analysis
[35] provides a rigorous algorithmic foundation to Numerics, as well as a way of formally
measuring the constructive contents of theorems in classical Calculus. Haar’s Theorem is
such an example, of particular beauty combining three categories: compact metric spaces,
algebraic groups, and measure spaces:
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I Fact 1. Let (G, e, ◦, ·−1) denote a group and (G, d) a compact metric space such that the
group operation ◦ and inverse operation ·−1 are continuous with respect to d (that is, form a
topological group). There exists a unique left-invariant Borel probability measure µG, called
Haar measure, on G. Moreover, µG is right-invariant and regular.
We refrain from expanding on generalizations to locally-compact Hausdorff spaces. Recall
that a left-invariant measure satisfies µ(U) = µ(g ◦ U) for every g ∈ G and every measurable
U ⊆ G. For the additive group [0; 1) mod 1, its Haar measure recovers the standard Lebesgue
measure λ, corresponding to the angular measure divided by 2pi on the complex unit circle
group U(1) ∼= SO(2).
Each of the categories involved in Fact 1 has a standard computable strengthening, cmp.
[34, 30, 5]; and our first main result establishes them to combine nicely:
I Theorem 2. Let X be a computably compact computable metric space with a computable
group operation ◦ : X×X→ X. Then the corresponding Haar measure µ is computable.
That the Haar measure is computable means that we can approximate the measure of any
given open subset of X from below, and implies that we can compute the integral of any
given continuous function from X into R.
In contrast, recall that other classical results in Calculus, such as Brouwer’s Fixed Point
Theorem [19, 2] or Peano’s Theorem [27], do not carry over to computability that nicely.
And also common classical “constructive” existence proofs of the Haar measure [11, §58]
do employ limits without rate of convergence, well-known since Specker [31, 32] to possibly
leave the computable realm:
I Fact 3. For non-empty A,B ⊆ X let [A : B] denote the least number of left translates of
B that cover A. Then µ(A) = limB [A:B][X:B] holds for every compact A ⊆ X, where the limit
exists in the sense of a net of open neighborhoods B of e.
In addition to the possibly uncomputable limit, the least integer defining [A : B] depends
discontinuously and uncomputably on the underlying data A,B.
We establish Theorem 2 with elegant arguments following the “synthetic” (i.e. implicit,
functional) approach to Computable Analysis developed in [21]. It follows the following
general strategy [7] (also explained in [21, Section 9]) for proving computability of some
object Ω living in an admissibly represented space by three steps:
I) Obtain a definition of Ω as the element of a computably closed set.
II) Obtain a computably compact set containing Ω.
III) Find a classical proof that (I) and (II) uniquely determine Ω.
As warm-up let us illustrate this approach to assert computability of the group unit e from
the hypothesis of Theorem 2: For any fixed computable element a ∈ G, (I) e belongs to
the computably closed set {y : a ◦ y = a} and (II) to the compact set Ω = X and (III) is
uniquely determined by (I) and (II). Similarly, for every x ∈ G, its inverse x−1 (I) belongs to
{y : x◦y = e} and (II) to the compact set Ω = X and (III) is uniquely defined by x◦x−1 = e.
Note that this proof does not immediately yield an algorithm computing e or x 7→ x−1.
In this spirit, Section 3 establishes Theorem 2. The challenge consists in (I) obtaining a
computable definition of the Haar measure µ: The inequality µ˜(U) 6= µ˜(xU) expressing a
candidate measure u˜ to violate invariance is not even recognizable, since µ˜(U) is in general
only a lower real. Subsection 3.1 avoids that by allowing to consider pairs of sets in Lemma 12.
Section 4 complements Section 3 by devising and analyzing an explicit, imperative algorithm
for computing Haar integrals C(f) 7→ ∫
X
f dµ. It is based on “maximal packings”: finite sets
Tn ⊆ X of points with pairwise distance > 2−n. Intuitively, the ratio |Tn ∩A|/|Tn| of those
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points contained in a given set A should approximate its measure µ(A); however, rigorously,
this is wrong – and counting is uncomputable anyway. Subsections 4.1 and 4.2 describe a
combination of mathematical and algorithmic approaches that avoid these obstacles. The
superficially different hypotheses to Sections 4 and 3 are compared in Section 5. There we
also give some examples showing that these requirements are not dispensable; and analyze
which information of a compact metric group determines its Haar measure.
Having thus asserted computability, the natural next question is for efficiency. We consider
here the non-uniform computational cost of the Haar integral functional∫
G
: C(G) 3 f 7→
∫
f dµG ∈ R (1)
integrating continuous real functions f : G→ R. For the arguably most important additive
groups G = [0; 1)d mod 1 with Lebesgue measure λd, this amounts to Euclidean/Riemann
integration – whose complexity had been shown to characterize the discrete class #P1 [14,
Theorem 5.32] cmp. [8, 33]: indicating that standard quadrature methods, although taking
runtime exponential in n to achieve guaranteed absolute output error 2−n, are likely optimal.
And Section 6 extends this numerical characterization of #P1 to the arguably next-most
important compact metric groups:
I Theorem 4. Let G denote any of the following compact groups, considered as subsets of
Euclidean space and equipped with the intrinsic/path metric:
i) SO(3) ⊆ R9 of orthogonal real 3× 3 matrices of determinant 1,
ii) O(3) ⊆ R9 of orthogonal real 3× 3 matrices,
iii) SU(2) ⊆ R8 of unitary complex 2× 2 matrices of determinant 1,
iv) U(2) ⊆ R8 of unitary complex 2× 2 matrices.
a) For every polynomial-time computable f ∈ C(G), ∫
G
f ∈ R is computable in polynomial
space (and exponential time).
b) If FP1 = #P1 and f ∈ C(G) is polynomial-time computable, then so is
∫
G
f ∈ R.
c) There exists a polynomial-time computable f ∈ C(G) such that polynomial-time computab-
ility of
∫
G
f ∈ R implies FP1 = #P1.
The proof of this result proceeds by mutual polynomial-time continuous (i.e. Weihrauch)
reduction from and to Euclidean/Riemann integration. Subsection 6.1 describes our im-
plementation and empirical evaluation of rigorous integration on SU(2) in the iRRAM C++
library.
2 Background
In the following, we give a brief introduction to the key notions from computable analysis we
need. For a formal treatment, we refer to [21]. Further standard references for Computable
Analysis are [35, 1].
Computable analysis is concerned with represented spaces, which equip a set with a
notion of computability by coding its elements as infinite binary sequences. We have
various constructions of new represented spaces available, and use in particular the derived
spaces O(X) of open subsets of X (characterized by making membership recognizable) and
C(X,Y) of continuous functions from X to Y, characterized by making function evaluation
computable.
Computable compactness and computable overtness of a space are characterized by
making universal and existential quantification preserve computable open predicates. We
also use that admissibility of a space means that from a compact singleton we can extract the
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point [29]. A space is computably Hausdorff, if inequality is semidecidable. It is computably
separable, if it has a computable dense sequence. Being computably separable implies being
computably overt.
A particular convenient class of represented space are the computable metric spaces
(CMS). We can start with a designated dense sequence on which the metric is computable
(given indices), and then represent arbitrary points as limits of fast converging sequences.
CMSs are in particular computably Hausdorff and computably separable. The prototypic
example of a CMS are the reals R. We write CCCMS for computably compact computable
metric space.
There is a further relevant represented space with the reals as underlying set, namely
the space of lower reals R. Here a real is represented as the supremum of a sequence of
rational numbers (without any limitation on convergence rates). This space is relevant for
us as we can introduce the computability structure of the space of (probability) measures
on an arbitrary represented space X by considering them as the subspace of C(O(X),R<)
of functions satisfying the properties of a (probability) measure. More precisely, these
correspond to continuous valuations. Let PM(X) denotes the space of probability measures
on X.
A useful theorem is that for a CCCMS X, also PM(X) is a CCCMS. Here we can use
the Wasserstein-Kantorovich-Rubinstein metric
W (µ, ν) = sup
{∣∣ ∫ f dµ − ∫ f dν∣∣ : f : X → R, ∀x, y ∈ X : |f(x)− f(y)| ≤ d(x, y)}
If X a complete metric space, PM(X) is again a complete metric space; and convergence
w.r.t. W is equivalent to weak convergence. For an introduction to computable probability
theory, see [4]. Some further results are found in [24].
Regarding computational complexity of real numbers and real functions on compact
metric spaces, we refer to [14] and [13].
Recall that #P1 is the class of all integer functions ϕ : {0}∗ → N with unary arguments
counting the number of witnesses
ϕ(0n) = Card
{
~w ∈ {0, 1}poly(n) : 0n 1 ~w ∈ P}
to a polynomial-time decidable predicate P ⊆ {0, 1}∗; a class commonly conjectured to lie
strictly between (the integer function versions of) NP1 and PSPACE [20, §18].
3 The Haar measure is computable
In this section we shall establish Theorem 2 using the approach to computable analysis
via synthetic topology [6] outlined in [21]. To this end, we first obtain a more technical
result stating that left-invariance of a Radon probability measure for some continuous binary
operation constitutes a computably closed predicate:
I Theorem 5. Let X be a computable metric space. For µ ∈ PM(X) and g ∈ C(X×X,X)
the following predicate is computably closed:
∀U ∈ O(X), ∀x ∈ X µ(U) = µ({y ∈ X g(x, y) ∈ U})
In view of the general strategy for computability proofs from Section 1, this establishes (I).
Regarding (II) recall [9, §2.5] that, if X is a computably compact computable metric space,
then so is PM(X). Finally, uniqueness in Haar’s theorem takes care of Condition (III).
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3.1 Disjoint pairs of open sets
Prima facie, the condition in Theorem 5 appears to be complicated. As measures of open
sets are only available as lower reals, we cannot even recognize inequality. The workaround
consists in considering pairs of disjoint open sets rather than individual open sets. We shall
see that quantification over such pairs is unproblematic for the spaces we are interested in
here.
Given a represented space X, we define the space DPO(X) as the subspace {(U, V ) |
U ∩ V = ∅} ⊆ O(X)×O(X).
I Observation 6. X is computably overt iff DPO(X) is a computable element of A(O(X)×
O(X)).
Proof. If X is computably overt, then U ∩ V 6= ∅ is a recognizable property given (U, V ) ∈
O(X)×O(X). Conversely, we find that (U,X) /∈ DPO(X) iff U 6= ∅. J
I Corollary 7. If X is computably overt, then DPO(X) is computably compact.
Proof. The space O(X) is computably compact, as it contains ∅ as a computable bottom
element. Then O(X) × O(X) is computably compact as a product, and finally the claim
follows by noting that a computably closed subspace of a computably compact space is
computably compact and invoking Observation 6. J
I Lemma 8. If X is computably separable, effectively countably based and computably
Hausdorff, then DPO(X) is a computable element of V(O(X)×O(X)).
Proof. It is shown in [25] that under the given conditions, we can obtain an adequate formal
disjointness notion on basic open sets. We can then obtain a dense sequence in DPO(X) by
constructing pairs of finite unions of basic open sets with the additional requirements that
each basic open set is formally disjoint from all basic open sets listed in the opposite finite
union. J
I Corollary 9. If X is computably separable, effectively countably based and computably
Hausdorff, then DPO(X) is computably compact and computably overt.
I Definition 10. Given f ∈ C(X,X), (U, V ) ∈ DPO(X) and µ ∈ PM(X), we say that
(U, V ) is µ-invariant under f , iff:
µ(U) + µ(f−1(V )) ≤ 1
I Observation 11. (U, V ) being µ-invariant under f is a computably closed property.
I Lemma 12. Let X be computably separable, effectively countably based and computably
Hausdorff. Then “all pairs from DPO(X) are µ-invariant under f” is a computably closed
property in µ ∈ PM(X) and f ∈ C(X,X).
Proof. Computably closed properties are closed under universal quantification over comput-
ably overt sets. So we just combine Observation 11 and Corollary 9. J
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3.2 Proof of Theorem 5
To be able to invoke the results of the previous subsection we need to relate invariance of
disjoint pairs of open sets to invariance of individual open sets.
I Lemma 13. For a computable metric space X, µ ∈ PM(X) and f ∈ C(X,X) the following
are equivalent:
1. All pairs from DPO(X) are µ-invariant under f .
2. For all U ∈ O(X) it holds that µ(U) = µ(f−1(U)).
Proof. 2. implies
µ(U) + µ
(
f−1(V )
)
= µ
(
f−1(U)
)
+ µ
(
f−1(V )
) (∗)= µ(f−1(U) ∪ f−1(V )) ≤ 1
with (*) since f−1(U) and f−1(V ) are disjoint.
For the converse, assume that U witnesses that f is not invariant, i.e. µ(U) 6= µ(f−1(U)).
We shall argue that this implies the existence of a disjoint pair of open sets which is not
µ-invariant under f . Let δ = 13 |µ(U)− µ(f−1(U))|. Consider the sets B−ε(U) = {x ∈ X |
d(x, UC) > ε}. Since U = ⋃ε>0B−ε(U) is a nested union and f is continuous, we find
that µ(U) = supε>0 µ(B−ε(U)) and µ(f−1(U)) = supε>0 µ(f−1(B−ε(U))). Consequently,
there exists some ε0 such that for all ε < ε0 it holds that |µ(U) − µ(B−ε(U))| < δ and
|µ(f−1(U))− µ(f−1(B−ε(U)))| < δ.
Next, consider the sets D−ε(U) := {x ∈ X | d(x, UC) = ε}. Since for different ε these
sets are disjoint, we know that for only countably many ε can it hold that µ(D−ε(U)) > 0.
The sets f−1(D−ε(U)) are disjoint, too, and thus the same argument applies. We can
thus select some ε1 < ε0 such that µ(D−ε1(U)) = µ(f−1(D−ε1(U))) = 0. This ensures
that µ(B−ε1(U)) + µ((B−ε1(U)C)◦) = 1 and µ(f−1(B−ε1(U))) + µ(f−1((B−ε1(U))C)◦) = 1.
Moreover, we know that |µ(B−ε1(U))− µ(f−1(B−ε1(U)))| > δ from ε1 < ε0, so depending
on the sign of the difference, either (B−ε1(U), (B−ε1(U)C)◦) or ((B−ε1(U)C)◦, B−ε1(U)) is
not µ-invariant under f . J
Proof of Theorem 5. By Lemma 13 we can replace the invariance for open sets by invariance
for disjoint pairs of open sets. By Lemma 12, this is a computably closed property for each
fixed choice of continuous function y 7→ g(x, y). The additional universal quantification over
the computably overt space X preserves being a computably closed predicate. J
4 Explicit computation of the Haar measure
The synthetic arguments from Section 3 establishing computability (Theorem 2) do not
immediately exhibit an actual algorithm. To this end, the present section takes a more
explicit approach. Its assumptions superficially differ but will be shown equivalent (in a
sense to be formalized) in Section 5. Among others, we suppose computability of the size
of maximum packings. This is a notion asymptotically related to, yet in detail (maximum
packing vs. minimum covering, open vs. closed balls) subtly different from, Kolmogorov’s
metric entropy [16], to the separation bound from [36, Definition 6.2], and to the capacity
from [13, Definition 12]. All three notions can be regarded as integer Skolemizations (i.e.
moduli) of total boundedness [15, Def 17.106].
I Definition 14. For any compact metric space (X, d) and its subset U ⊆ X,
1. T ⊆ U is called an n-packing of U if ∀x, y ∈ T (x 6= y)→ d(x, y) > 2−n.
2. An n-packing T is maximum if |T | ≥ |S| for every n-packing S of U .
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3. {Tn}∞n=1 is a sequence of maximum packings if each Tn is a maximum n-packing.
4. κU : N→ N is the size of maximum packings of U if κU (n) = |Tn| where Tn is a maximum
n-packing.
If U = X, the term “of U” is omitted.
Our definition features strict inequality of pairwise distances: this asserts that a maximum
n-packing Tn can be found algorithmically by exhaustive search, provided that its size is
given/computable.
I Theorem 15. Let (X, d) be a computable metric space and (X, e, ◦, ·−1) a compact topolo-
gical group. Suppose that the metric d is bi-invariant:
∀a, b, c ∈ X : d(a ◦ c, b ◦ c) = d(a, b) = d(c ◦ a, c ◦ b)
And suppose that the size of maximum packings κX : N→ N is computable. Then the Haar
integral C(X) 3 f 7→ ∫
X
f dµ is computable.
Recall [35, §8.1] that a computable metric space (X, d) comes with a dense sequence ξ : N→ X
such that the real double sequence d : N× N 3 (a, b) 7→ d(ξ(a), ξ(b)) is computable. Note
that, as opposed to Theorem 2, we do not suppose the group operation ◦ (nor neutral
element nor inversion) to be computable but instead require the metric to be bi-invariant.
See Section 5 for a comparison between the different hypotheses.
4.1 Mathematical Estimates of Haar Measures
Invariance of both metric d and Haar measure µ implies that the content µ(B) of an open ball
B = Br(c) depends only on its radius r, but not on its center c. Intuitively, for a sufficiently
large maximum packing T , said volume should be approximated by the ratio of points in
B to the total number of points (Definition 18). If Br(c) contains significantly smaller a
fraction, then by double counting some other Br(c′) would need to “compensate” with a
larger fraction, hence invariance suggests that more points can be added to T at B(r, c) as
well, contradicting maximality. Lemma 17 below formalizes this idea both in its statement
and proof.
I Definition 16. For a metric space (X, d) and its subset U ⊆ X, we introduce the outer
generalized closed ball as Br(U) := {x ∈ X | d(x, U) ≤ r}. Similarly, the inner generalized
closed ball is introduced as B−r(U) = {x ∈ X : d(x, U c) ≥ r}.
For 0 ≤ r, s it holds
B+r(B−r(U)) ⊆ U ⊆ B−r(B+r(U)), B+r(B+s(U)) ⊆ B+r+s(U) (2)
I Lemma 17. Suppose (X, d, ◦) is a compact topological group with bi-invariant metric d
and a maximum n-packing Tn of size κX(n). Then for any x ∈ X and measurable U ⊆ X it
holds:
κB−2−n (U)
(n) ≤ |Tn ∩ xU | ≤ κB2−n (U)(n)
I Definition 18. Abbreviate µT := 1|T |
∑
p∈T δp where δp denotes the Dirac measure.
I Lemma 19. Let (X, d, ◦) be a compact topological group with bi-invariant metric d and
Haar measure µ, and Tn a maximum n-packing. Then for any U ⊆ X:
µ
(
B−2−n+2(U)
) ≤ µTn(B−2−n+1(U)) ≤ µ(U) ≤ µTn(B2−n+1(U)) ≤ µ(B2−n+2(U))
For the illustration of Lemma 19, see Figure 1.
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Figure 1 Illustration of Lemma 19. A blue rectangle represents the space. Blue points represent
the maximum n-packing. A black shape represents U . Blue colored shapes represent inner and outer
generalized balls. Counting cross-marked points and dividing it by the number of (any) points gives
µTn
(
B−2−n+1(U)
)
and µTn
(
B2−n+1(U)
)
.
4.2 Algorithmic Approximation of Haar Measures
Our strategy to compute µ(U) with Lemma 19 is to compute µTn and assert that the sequence
of intervals
{ [
µTn
(
B−2−n+1(U)
)
, µTn
(
B2−n+1(U)
) ] }∞
n=1 include µ(U), and that its length
converges to zero. However, there are two obstacles:
1. µT is discrete (i.e. the value of µT (U) can jump even by a small perturbation to U),
which makes it uncomputable.
2. If limr→0 µ(Br(U)) = µ(U), then Lemma 19 guarantees that the length of the interval
converges. However, the hypothesis may not hold in general.
This section works around these obstacles and gives an algorithm that can compute the
measure of sufficiently rich a class of sets to perform the integration.
The first thing to address is µT . It is not computable, but procedure pseudoCount below
can bound its measure on closed sets whose distances to any given points is computable.
The latter condition is known as being (Turing-) located [10]:
I Definition 20. A closed subset S of a computable metric space (X, d) is located if the
continuous function X 3 p 7→ d(p, S) ∈ R is computable.
Located sets are sometimes called computably closed sets, but being located is different from
being a computable element of A(X).
Our workaround to the second obstacle is, instead of trying to compute the measure of
every closed set, to effectively “approximate” the given set by those satisfying the convergence
condition and to compute their measure. Let us define such sets first:
I Definition 21. On a topological space (X, τ) with a Borel measure µ, call a measurable
set U co-inner regular iff
µ(U) = sup
{
µ(V ) | V ⊆ U open and measurable} .
On a compact metric group (X, d, ◦) with the Haar measure µ where d is bi-invariant, a real
number r > 0 is a co-inner regular radius iff for some/all p ∈ X, the ball Br(p) is co-inner
regular.
Indeed, invariance of d and µ implies that Br(p) is co-inner regular iff Br(q) is. Note that
since Haar measures are regular, on a compact metric group with a bi-invariant metric and a
Haar measure, if a set U is co-inner regular, then µ(∂U) = 0, giving limr→0 µ(Br(U)) = µ(U).
I Lemma 22. Let (X, d, ◦) be a compact topological group with bi-invariant metric d, Haar
measure µ, and computable size κX of maximum packings. If the closure of U is located and
co-inner regular, then the procedure computeMeasure computes its measure µ(U).
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Procedure computeMeasure(U , {Tm}∞m=1, n).
Data: U located co-inner regular set, {Tm}∞m=1 computable sequence of maximum
packings, n target precision
Result: A rational number q s.t. |q − µ(S)| ≤ 2−n.
error ← ∞;
m← 0;
while error > 2−n do
r ← 2−m;
a← pseudoCount(B−r(U), Tm, m+ 1));
b← pseudoCount(Br/2(U), Tm, m+ 1));
error ← b− a ;
m← m+ 1;
end
return any p ∈ interval
Procedure pseudoCount(S, T , n).
Data: S a located set, T a finite set of points, n error parameter, dist(p, S,m)
approximate distance between p ∈ T and S up to 2−m.
Result: A rational q where µT (S) ≤ q ≤ µT (B2−n(S))
count← 0;
foreach p ∈ T do
if dist(p,S,n+ 2) < 2−n−1 then
count← count + 1;
end
end
return count|T |
Note that computeMeasure in turn calls pseudoCount(p, S, n).
Not every closed ball is co-inner regular, but “sufficiently” many are: Co-inner
regular radii can be effectively found to compute Haar measures in the form of
the Haar integral by findCoInnerRegularRadius. Figure 2 illustrates the procedure
findCoInnerRegularRadius. λx.findCoInnerRegularRadius(a, b, {Tm}∞m=1, x) is a nested
sequence of intervals that converges to a co-inner regular radius.
findCoInnerRegularRadius achieves this by recursively dividing and outputting the inter-
val. That is, findCoInnerRegularRadius(a, b, {Tm}∞m=1, n) first computes the (n − 1)-th
interval (findCoInnerRegularRadius(a, b, {Tm}∞m=1, n− 1)) and outputs the n-th interval
by dividing it. The procedure divides the (n−1)-th interval into two parts [r1, r5] and [r5, r9],
computes corresponding measures µ(Br1), µ(Br5), µ(Br9), and picks the interval which has
smaller difference of measures. In this case, since µ(Br5)−µ(Br1) ≤ µ(Br9)−µ(Br5), [r1, r5]
is picked. This strategy makes the difference of measures converges to zero since it is always,
at least, halved on each iterations. This gives a co-inner regular radius, because in fact
co-inner regular radii are continuity points of the function r 7→ µ(Br).
I Lemma 23. Procedure findCoInnerRegularRadius computes a co-inner regular radius
in the form of λx.findCoInnerRegularRadius(a, b, {Tm}∞m=1, x).
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r1
µ(Br1)
r5
µ(Br5)
r9
µ(Br9)
Figure 2 Illustration of procedure findCoInnerRegularRadius. Here, an example graph of
the discontinuous function r 7→ µ(Br) is shown. Note that µ(Br(p)) = µ(Br(q)) because of the
invariance of the metric and the Haar measure.
Procedure findCoInnerRegularRadius(a, b, {Tm}∞m=1, n).
Data: a < b rational bounds between which to look for a co-inner regular radius,
{Tm}∞m=1 sequence of maximum packings, n target precision.
Result: Rational bounds an, bn s.t. (a < an−1 < an < bn < bn−1 < b) ∧ (bn − an ≤
2−n) ∧ |µ(Ban(p))− µ(Bbn(p))| ≤ 2−n for any/all p ∈ X.
(an−1, bn−1)← findCoInnerRegularRadius(a, b, {Tm}∞m=1, n− 1);
r1, r5, r9 ← 9an−1+1bn−110 , 5an−1+5bn−110 , 1an−1+9bn−110 ;
Pick sufficiently large N s.t. 2−N+2 ≤ bn−1−an−110 ;
Compute an element p ∈ X using the fact that X is a computable metric space;
m1,m5,m9 ← pseudoCount(Br1(p), TN , N), pseudoCount(Br5(p), TN , N),
pseudoCount(Br9(p), TN , N);
← bn−1−an−110 ;
if m9 −m5 ≤ m5 −m1 then return [r1 + , r5 − ] else return [r5 + , r9 − ];
Proof. λx.findCoInnerRegularRadius(a, b, {Tm}∞m=1, x) represents r := limn→∞ an, where
an is the first element of the interval that findCoInnerRegularRadius outputs. r is a co-
inner regular radius because the fact r ∈ (an, bn) makes ∂Br(p) ⊆ Bbn(p) \Ban(p), which
leads to µ(∂Br(p)) ≤ |µ(Bbn(p))− µ(Ban(p))| ≤ 2−n for any n. This implies µ(∂Br(p)) = 0.
Now it is sufficient to prove the postconditions. Let us only prove µ(Ban(p))− µ(Bbn(p))
≤ 2−n, since others are straightforward. Let ri := ian−1+(10−i)bn−110 and mi := µ(Bri(p)).
Because of Lemma 19 and the fact that N is sufficiently large, µ(Bri(p)) ≤ µTN (Bri+1(p)) ≤
mi+1 ≤ µTN (Bri+1+2−N (p)) ≤ µ(Bri+2(p)). Then since 2−n+1 ≥ |µ(Ban−1(p))−µ(Bbn−1(p))|
≥ |m9 −m1| ≥ |m9 −m5| + |m5 −m1|, WLOG |m5 −m1| ≤ 2−n. Then |µ(Br5−(p)) −
µ(Br1+(p))| ≤ |m5 −m1| ≤ 2−n. J
4.3 Main Algorithm for Haar Integration
Explicit algorithm of Theorem 15. The procedure computeIntegral computes the Haar
integral
∫
X
f dµ. Generalizing classical Riemann sums, it partitions X into subsets Ui, i ≤ N ,
of sufficiently small diameter (see Figure 3): given by a modulus of continuity such that
f on each Ui varies by at most 2−n. Then it sums those values of f |Ui , each weighted
by the measure of Ui. In order to invoke computeMeasure, we want the Ui to be located
and co-inner regular: as provided by findNicePartition. Specifically, each Ui will be
of the form Ui = BR(pi) \
⋃
j<iBR(pj) for p1, . . . , pN ∈ Tm and real R > 0 provided by
findCoInnerRegularRadius.
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p1p2
p3 p4
Figure 3 Consider the whole rectangle as the whole space. Then this is how the procedure
computeIntegral partitions the space. For example, the subset containing p1 is BR(p1). Similarly,
the subset containing p2 is BR(p2) \BR(p1), the subset containing p3 is BR(p3) \ (BR(p1)∪BR(p2)),
and so on. Then the subsets of the partition are of the form BR(pi) \
⋃
j<i
BR(pj).
Procedure computeIntegral(f , {Tm}∞m=1, n).
Data: real function f , sequence of maximum packings {Tm}∞m=1, target precision n
Result: a rational number q s.t. |q − ∫
X
fdµ| ≤ 2−n
mf ← modulus(f , n+ 1) ; // modulus is from [14, Definition 2.12]
{Ui}Ni=1 ← findNicePartition({Tm}∞m=1, mf);
M ← bound(|f |);
foreach Ui in {Ui}Ni=1 do
pi ← center(Ui);
mi ←computeMeasure(Ui, {Tm}∞m=1, n+ 1 + i+ logM);
end
return
∑N
i=1mif(pi)
Recall the comment after Definition 14 that we may suppose a sequence Tm of maximum
packings is given. J
5 Discussion of Hypotheses
While the requirements of Theorem 2 and Theorem 15 appear to be very different, it turns
out that actually, both theorems are applicable in the very same cases.
For one direction, suppose we have a computably compact computable metric space (X, d)
with a computable group operation ◦. Then1
d′(a, b) := supx∈X supy∈X d(x ◦ a ◦ y, x ◦ b ◦ y)
constitutes a topologically equivalent and also computable, but now bi-invariant, metric. The
size of maximum packings may be non-computable for a CCCMS. However, for any CCCMS
there is a computable sequence of radii converging to zero for which we can compute the
maximum packings. It is straightforward to see that this suffices for Theorem 15. As such,
we see that the requirements for Theorem 15 are implied by those of Theorem 2.
1 We appreciate relevant discussion on MathOverflow [22].
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Procedure findNicePartition({Tm}∞m=1, n).
Data: {Tm}∞m=1 is a sequence of maximum packings, n is the target precision
Result: A partition P = {Ui}Ni=1 s.t. each Ui is a located co-inner regular set of the
form Ui = BR(pi) \
⋃
j<iBR(pj).
P ← {};
R← λx. findCoInnerRegularRadius((2−n−1, 2−n), {Tm}∞m=1, x);
foreach pi in Tn+1 do
Ui ← BR(pi) \
⋃
U∈P U ;
P ← P ∪ {Ui};
end
return P
For the converse direction, note that Theorem 15 does not suppose the group operation
◦ (nor neutral element nor inversion) to be computable. Indeed, a group operation on a
CCCMS can have a computable bi-invariant metric but fail to be computable itself. This
is due to the potential for many different group operations to have the same bi-invariant
metric:
I Example 24. Fix some A ⊆ N. Let Gn := IZp2n if n ∈ A, and let Gn := Zpn × Zpn if
n /∈ A, where pn is the n-th prime. Note that both have cardinality p2n but are not isomorphic
as additive groups yet both have the same Haar measure under the bi-invariant discrete
metric. Now let GA := Πn∈AGn, equipped with the Baire space metric. For A 6= B we find
that GA and GB are not homeomorphic. The group operation on GA is computable iff A is
decidable. However, both the bi-invariant metric structure on GA and the Haar measure are
all independent of A, and computable.
Interestingly, the Haar measure on a compact group is determined already by an invariant
metric and independent of the potentially many different underlying group operations:
I Corollary 25. Consider a compact metric space (X, d) with two group operations ◦ and ◦′
both rendering d left-invariant. Then (X, ◦) and (X, ◦′) induce the same Haar measure.
Proof. In the metric case, the net of neighborhoods B of e from Fact 3 becomes a sequence
of open balls B1/2n(e). Left-invariance implies that all translates q ·Br(e) = Br(q) have the
same measure; and by the group property, every open ball Br(q) is a translate of Br(e): for
both ◦ and ◦′. In particular, [X : B1/2n ] = κX(n). J
On the other hand the collection of different group operations ◦ to a given bi-invariant metric
d is “tame”:
I Lemma 26. Let (X, d) be a CCCMS. The set O ⊆ C(X × X,X) of group operations
rendering d bi-invariant is a computably compact set.
Proof. If d is bi-invariant for ◦ ∈ C(X×X,X), the triangle inequality gives
d(a ◦ x, b ◦ y) ≤ d(a ◦ x, b ◦ x) + d(b ◦ x, b ◦ y) = d(a, b) + d(x, y) ≤ 2d((a, x), (b, y)) ;
rendering ◦ 2-Lipschitz with respect to the maximum metric on X ×X. By the effective
Arzelà-Ascoli theorem, the subset of 2-Lipschitz f ∈ C(X×X,X) is computably compact.
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Within this set, we are interested in those satisfying the bi-invariance and group axioms:
∀a, b, c : d(f(c, a), f(c, b)) = d(a, b) = d(f(a, c), f(b, c))
∃e, a′ : f(a, e) = a = f(e, a) ∧ f(f(a, b), c) = f(a, f(b, c)) ∧ f(a, a′) = e = f(a′, a)
These are computably closed predicates since the quantification is over the computably
compact and computably overt space X. This ends the proof, since a computably closed
subset of a computably compact set is computably compact. J
We can combine Corollary 25 and Lemma 26 to see that Theorem 5 also implies that from
a CCCMS (X, d) such that some group operation is bi-invariant for d we can compute the
Haar measure for any such group operation.
To conclude this section, we shall consider a family of examples that show that we need
more computability requirements than that of the metric and of the group operation. We
consider the closed subgroups of (2N,⊕), where ⊕ denotes the componentwise exclusive or.
These subgroups are of the form
GA := {p ∈ 2N | ∀n ∈ A p(n) = 0}
for some A ⊆ N. Each GA inherits compactness, computable metrizability and the comput-
ability of the group operation from (2N,⊕).
GA is computably compact iff A is c.e., and effectively separable (and thus a computable
metric space) iff A is co-c.e. Now if we have the Haar measure µA on GA, we can recover
A since µA({p ∈ GA | p(n) = 1}) = 12 iff n /∈ A and µA({p ∈ GA | p(n) = 1}) = 0 iff n ∈ A.
We thus see that GA is a CCCMS iff µA is computable – so neither computable compactness
or computable separability are dispensable for the computability of the Haar measure.
If we already have a bi-invariant metric, computable compactness is even necessary:
I Theorem 27. Let (X, d) be a computable metric space with computable probability measure
µ such that µ(Br(x)) depends only on r but not on x. Then X is computably compact.
6 Computational Complexity of the Haar Integral
We now move beyond mere computability of the Haar measure, and consider the computational
complexity of this task for the groups G = SO(3), G = O(3), G = SU(2), and G = U(2). In
each case, the complexity turns out to be closely related to the complexity class #P1. We
prove Theorem 4, namely
a) For every polynomial-time computable f ∈ C(G), ∫
G
f ∈ R is computable in polynomial
space (and exponential time).
b) If FP1 = #P1 and f ∈ C(G) is polynomial-time computable, then so is
∫
G
f ∈ R.
c) There exists a polynomial-time computable f ∈ C(G) such that polynomial-time comput-
ability of
∫
G
f ∈ R implies FP1 = #P1.
To this end recall [14, Theorem 5.32] that (a), (b), and (c) are known for definite Riemann
integration
C[0; 1] 3 f˜ 7→
∫ 1
0
f˜(t) dt ∈ R .
Moreover, Item (c) remains true for f˜ ∈ C∞0 [0; 1]: the class of smooth (infinitely often
differentiable) f˜ : [0; 1]→ R such that f˜(0) = 0 = f˜(1); cmp. [8, 33].
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Before proceeding to the groups SO(3), O(3), SU(2), U(2), recall the argument for the
case U(1) = { exp(2piit) : 0 ≤ 1 ≤ 1} equipped with complex multiplication and the Haar
integral
C(U(1)) 3 f 7→ ∫ 1
0
f
(
exp(2piit)
)
dt :
So to see (c), consider the polynomial-time computable embedding
C0[0; 1] 3 f˜ 7→
(
exp(2piit) 7→ f˜(t)) ∈ C(U(1)) .
And to see (a) and (b) for G = U(1), consider the polynomial-time computable embedding
C(U(1)) 3 f 7→ (t 7→ f(exp(2piit))) ∈ C[0; 1] .
This also covers SO(2) ∼= U(1); and integration over O(2) ∼= SO(2)× {±1} amounts to two
integrals over SO(2).
Let H = {α+ iβ + jγ + kδ : α, β, γ, δ ∈ R} denote the quaternions, parameterized as real
quadruples with respect to units 1, i, j, k. The group SU(2) is well-known, and easily verified
to be, isomorphic to the multiplicative group H1 of quaternions of norm 1 (aka versors) via
isomorphism
H1 3 α+ iβ + jγ + kδ 7→
(
α+ iβ −γ + iδ
γ + iδ α− iβ
)
∈ SU(2) (3)
with |α|2 + |β|2 + |γ|2 + |δ|2 = 1. Reparameterize H1 in generalized spherical coordinates
[0;pi)× [0;pi)× [0; 2pi) 3 (η, ϑ, ϕ) 7→ Ψ(η, ϑ, ϕ) :=
cos(η) + i sin(η) cos(ϑ) + j sin(η) sin(ϑ) cos(ϕ) + k sin(η) sin(ϑ) sin(ϕ) ∈ H1
with Jacobian determinant
∣∣det (Ψ′(η, ϑ, ϕ))∣∣ = sin2(η) sin(ϑ), and verify that integration
by change-of-variables
C(H1) 3 f 7→
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
∫ pi
0
f
(
Ψ(η, ϑ, ϕ)
) · | det Ψ′(η, ϑ, ϕ)| dη dϑ dϕ (4)
is left-invariant, hence must coincide with the Haar integral on SU(2). Items (a) and (b)
thus follow by polynomial-time reduction to Euclidean/Riemann integration according to
Equation (4). And Item (c) follows by polynomial-time embedding
C(U(1)) 3 f 7→ f˜ ∈ C(H1) ∼= C(SU(2)), where
f˜ : H1 3 α+ iβ + jγ + kδ 7→ f
(
(α+ iβ)/
√
α2 + β2
) ·√α2 + β2 ∈ R .
Since continuous f on compact H1 is bounded, f
(
(α + iβ)/
√
α2 + β2
) ·√α2 + β2 → 0 as
α2 + β2 ↘ 0. Hence f˜ is indeed well-defined and remains polynomial-time computable by
continuous extension also for α2 + β2 = 0.
SO(3) is doubly-covered by H1, identifying q ∈ H1 with special orthogonal linear map
R3 3 (β, γ, δ) 7→ (β′, γ′, δ′) : iβ′ + jγ′ + kδ′ != (q · (iβ + jγ + kδ) · q−1) .
Moreover O(3) ∼= SO(3)× {±1} and U(2) ∼= SU(2)× U(1). J
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6.1 Implementation and Evaluation
Based on the above reduction to ordinary Riemann integration, we have implemented
integration on SU(2) in the iRRAM C++ library [18]. The source code is available at
http://github.com/realcomputation/irramplus/tree/master/HAAR. Its empirical eval-
uation produced the following timing results:
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Figure 4 Empirical evaluation of rigorous integration on SU(2).
Specifically, we chose the Lipschitz-continuous function H1 3 w + xi + yj + zk 7→
|w| + |x| + |y| + |z| ∈ R to integrate without letting the algorithm exploit its particular
symbolic form and symmetry. Time measurements were performed on the virtual machine
that has Ubuntu 64-bit with 4 cores and 8GB RAM by VMware Workstation 15 Player.
The underlying computer has Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7700K CPU 4.20GHz and 16GB RAM.
Execution time for each precision is the average execution time of 5 executions.
Note that the y-axis records the logarithm of the execution time in seconds. This time is
confirmed to grow exponentially with the output precision parameter n: as expected for a
#P1-complete problem.
7 Conclusion and Future Work
We have devised a computable version of Haar’s Theorem: proven once using the elegant
synthetic (implicit) approach and once developing and analyzing an explicit, imperative
algorithm. And we have established the computational complexity of the Haar integral
to characterize #P1 for each of the compact groups U(1),U(2),O(2),O(3),SU(2),SO(3).
Moreover, we implemented the algorithm for SU(2) in Exact Real Computation [3] and
confirmed that the experiment coincides with the complexity theorem. In fact, our proof
shows them mutually second-order polynomial-time Weihrauch reducible [12].
Future work will generalize the above complexity considerations to SO(4), to SO(d),
and to further classes of compact metric groups; and improve the implementation to achieve
practical performance.
On the abstract side of our work, an immediate question is whether we can generalize
from compact groups to locally compact groups (as was done for the classical Haar’s theorem).
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The price to pay for this generalization in the classic setting is that we no longer obtain a
unique probability measure, but merely a locally finite measure identified up to a constant
scaling factor. A notion of effective local compactness is available (see [23]), but any such
generalization seems to require new proof techniques beyond those employed in this article.
Recently, Davorin Lešnik has shown that this one can be done in synthetic topology, provided
that one is willing to relax the requirement that measures take values in the lower reals to
values in the Borel reals [17].
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